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ANS Aircon Engineers  was Established in 2004 in Pune india by Mr Nagendra Singh.We at ANS Aircon 

Engineers  aim at and Produce the highest quality Design,engineering,installation and service of heating 

ventilation and Airconditioning system(HVAC). 

 

Our philosophy is "Enhancing comfort to places where people gather, live, work and relax". 

  
 

Our business ethos constitutes Client Focus, Integrity, Teamwork, Quality and Communication. 

  
 

 
Our professional intent is to recognise the needs of our customers in the forms of individuals and 
organisations, and exceeding their expectations with best-in-class products and services. 

  
 

Overview 
 

The genesis of ANS Aircon Engineers  stems out from its diversified business divisions, distributing 
products that are cost effective, efficient, user-friendly, operable and result-oriented, and adaptable to 
functioning of clients’ perspectives and priorities in the HVAC (Heating ventilating Air-conditioning) 
industry, and they are Sales and Services of CAC (Commercial Air conditioners) and RAC (Room Air 
conditioners).With business insights, we have partnered with reputed brands like LG,HITACHI etc., to 
provide international quality products known for their technological superiority and innovation, through 
our business divisions of CAC and RAC, coupled with related services. With extensive research of the 
industry and the demography, we have formulated the business divisions, in order to meet the 
requirements of CAC and RAC requirements across households and verticals. The equipments are seemly 
innovative, and value for,investment.  
 
 Our intent is to leverage the depth of our skills and expertise in installing, executing and maintaining 

service quotient with top quality performance. The company’s endeavour is to augment the brand 
equity, and garner customer satisfaction and loyalty through these business divisions. 

 

 Our After Sales Service and Consultancy modules take care of the most daunting task of 
providing solutions unto customers’ satisfaction, with required expertise, skills and acumen. 
We have been able to mobilise products and services, catering to the ever demanding service 
needs of the highest level with a full-fledged service centre. 
 

 We recognise the customers’ perspectives. Our core virtuality is the diligence with which we 
execute projects of high magnitude with utmost efficiency and comprehensiveness. 

  
  The astuteness and competence of our experienced staff translates into results. Their 
knowledge, efficiency and competence to close calls on the very initial service visits, and the 
ability to handle customers’ grievances with an amiable approach have been integral fortes of 
the company. 
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Propositionally, we have collaborated with reputed names like 
M/s. LG ELECTRONICS (I) PVT. LTD. 

 
M/s. HITACHI  HOME & LIFE SOLUTIONS(I)  LTD. 
 

 

Prime Objective 

1.Understanding customer’s needs and specification and adhering to them at all cost. 

2.Understanding architects design requirements and fitting in best possible solution in there. 

3.Developing and designing a system aiming at simplicity, cost effectiveness and maintainability. 

4.Work in a time bound manner so as to deliver as per promised schedule. 

5.Emphasis on Power conservation and energy efficient solution. 

6.Utilization of system to achive optimal performance. 

7.Logistic  prowess in site co-ordination and execution in tandem with other agencies. 

8.Fulfill commitments at all cost. 

9.Working on any feedback on Priority basis. 

10.Working on any feedback on Priority basis. 
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Commercial/industrial full service sales,design and installation. 

ANS commercial division specializes in quality commercial HVAC system installation,maintenance and 

building automation systems.our team of qualified technicians and engineers provide solutions for energy 

audits,airconditioners,hear pump ,boiler,chillers,vrf/vrv systems cooling tower/chiller duct 

system,ventilation system,economizers,humidifiers,dehumidifiers,and air cleaners.As  a full-service sheet 

metal products manufacturer,ANS is able to reduce typical  outsources material costs while maintaining 

additional levels of quality control and customization ability.Cost effective main tenance plans are available 

to ensure your HVAC systems operates at ideal efficiency levels while maintaining  ideal interior air quality 

and to ensure overall heating or air conditioning or heating system longevity.ANS regularly provides 

commercial HVAC services for many of Pune and surrounding area industrial belts.Our company has 

established a strong reputation of effectively operating in the time critical environment and also received 

ongoing training for best installation practices .jobsite safety standards and regulatory compliance ANS offers 

competitive pricing and additional value to our commercial  HVAC customers. 

 

      Residential- quality Air-conditioning  and ventilation for your home  

   

  

 

ANS specializes in home efficiency and home comfort systems.our technician provide quality 

service and install,airconditioners,heat,pump,furnace,boilers,humidifiers,dehumidifiers and air 

cleaners.home energy audit services are available to provide and practical green solutions 

including solar geothermal,and insulation services.our qualified residential HVAC technicians 

provide timely repair service.airconditioning and heating system retrofits or custom designed 

solutions for new homes construction .ANS is able to offer competitive pricing and additional 

value to our customers.we service all makes and models of heat pump,air quality equipment.ANS 

also offers comprehensive and cost effective service plans to ensure your HVAC system maintain 

optimum operating efficiency and overall longevity. 
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Product 

Process Ventilation system 

 

  
 

 

                                   

1.Duct fans,Duct axial fans, 

2.Centrifugal fans 

3.In line centrifugal fans 

4.Turbo blowers 

5.Industrial exhauster 

6.Pressure blower 
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General ventilation 

 

(Basement staircase,Pressurization) 

1.Propeller fan and wall ventilators 

2.Power Roof  Ventilators 

3.Centrifugal exhauster 

4.Cool blast fans 

Precision Air quality control System. 

 

Indoor air quality control  

1.Fan filter units 

2.Electro static air cleaner 

3.For commercial and industrial application 

4.UV light sterilizing system for ahu 
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VRF/VRV System 

 

1.Split  units 

2.Cassette units 

3.Ducted system 

4.zonal system. 

Chiller system 

 

 

1.Aircooled system 

2.Water cooled system 
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Types of HVAC  system and Services Provided by ANS AIRCON 

1.Sales of VRF/VRV and chiller equipments. 

2.Testing ,commissioning and Balancing. 

3.Maintenance and Repairs management. 

4.Operation management. 

5.Comfort application splits and VRF comfort applications are simply described as air conditioning 
requirement in the range of 22-24 c 

6.Process application(HVAC) .this application is mainly for an industrial or factory setup where 
ventilation is as important as air conditioning  in maintaining a comfortable environment. 

7.Precision air conditioning this is an application specifically used for treatment of air quality in 
server room and datacenter. 
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OUR PROJECTS 

1.AIR COOLED CHILLER AT NAVALE HOSPITAL PUNE  
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2.NOVA HOSPITAL PUNE  
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HEALING HAND CLINIC VRF PUNE  
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DY  PATIL HOSPITAL NEHRU NAGAR PUNE  
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VODAFONE COMMERZONE PUNE  

 

 

NORD DRIVE SYSTEMS PVT LTD HINJEWADI PUNE  
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I.P.TOWER TALWADE 
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OUR CLIENTS 
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OUR PROJECTS 

1.SMT KASHIBAI NAVALE MEDICAL COLLEGE AND GENERAL HOSPITAL PUNE 

2.NOVA HOPITAL PUNE 

3.HEALING HANDCLINIC,CHAKAN,PUNE,CHINCHWAD 

4DR,DY PATIL HOSPITAL PUNE 

5.SANDVIK ASIA, CHIPLUN, MAHARASHTRA. 

6.LULLU INTERNATIONAL MALL, KOCHI, KERALA 

7.SANDVIK ASIA, KASARWADI, PUNE, MAHARASHTRA. 

8.SECO TOOLS, SHIRUR, PUNE, MAHARASHTRA. 

9.SOOJAN COOPER, TALAWADE, PUNE, MAHARASHTRA. 

10.ANGRE PORT-DOCKYARD, RATNAGIRI, MAHARASHTRA. 

11.FLORENCE, PIRANGUT, PUNE, MAHARASHTRA. 

12.TATA TACO COMPOSITES, PIRANGUT, PUNE, MAHARASHTRA.  

13.EMCURE PHARMA, HINJEWADI, PUNE. 

14.STANLEY & BLACK DECCKER, CHAKAN, PUNE. 

15.HUFF INDIA, CHAKAN, PUNE. 

16.YAZAKI INDIA PVT LTD. 

17.BEKARD INDIA LTD. 

18.  PERSISTENT TECHNOLOGIES, HINJEWADI, PUNE. 

19.MARVEL CLARO,ESCASSO,SINDH SOCIETY,SIMORESE 

20.THORAT WADA, SANGAMNER, MAHARASHTRA. 

21.LONDON MUFFINS, KALYANI NAGAR, PUNE. 

22.MORE SHOPEE, KHARGHAR, MUMBAI. 

24.FORTUNE BUSINESS CENTER WAKAD 

25.I.P.TOWER TALWADE 
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26.PURSHOTTAM HOTEL GOA 

27.MALPANI GROUP. 

28.BHARAT GEARS 

29.TATA TOYO RADIATOR LIMITED HINJEWADI 

30.PHANTAM HOTEL PIMPLE SAUDAGAR PUNE 

31.MAHATMA SOCIETY PUNE 

32.NORD DRIVE SYSTEM PVT LTD HINJEWADI 

33.FLOOR SPACE GOA 

34.MGM MEDICAL COLLEGE MUMBAI 

35.WNS GLOBAL SERVICE PVT LIMITED PUNE 

36.H.N.HOSPITAL MUMBAI 

37.ICICI BANK PIMPRI PUNE 

39.SHRIRAM ELECTRICAL 

40.BIL CARE LIMITED CHAKAN 
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ANS AIRCON ENGINEERS 

CONTACT US:- 

HEAD OFFICE:- 

OFFICE NO.-3, SR.NO.71,                            

BALAJI RESIDENCY, SHIROLE NAGAR,  

PIMPLE GURAV, PUNE-411061 

TEL-020-65222854 

MOBILE:-+919890812854/+919545671222 

EMAIL:-ansairconengg19810@gmail.com 

WEB-www.ansaircon.in 


